
3MAKING A PRELIMINARY
ASSESSMENT

lMPOKTANT QUESTIONS IN STAKTING
A WORKER-0WNED BUSINESS
TWO TYPES OF PRELIMINARY FEASIBILITY
ASSESSMENT
LOBBYING TO GAIN SUPPOKf FOR
WORKER BUYOUTS

There is no single tried-and-true formula to assure the
successful creation of a worker-owned business. There are
too many variables, human and otherwise. Some businesses
start easily ina short time; others experience months, even
years of difficulties befure opening. Typically, labor-managed
enterprises have been started when:

o An existing business or plant shuts down, throwing
workers out of jobs and leaving them wondering how to
make a living.

o An individual or group decides to start a business where
human values and democracy are of equal importance to
Productivity and profits.

o An owner wants to retire or shareholders want to put their
capital to other uses so the firm's assets are sold or given
to employees.

o ~ large firm divests a subsidiary or smaller unit by sell-
mg It to the employees.

o ~union or, in the case of some communities, states and
in some European nations, a governmental agency pro-
motes or sponsors the creation of worker-owned
businesses to boost employment or save jobs.

These are the common situations, but otIlers exist; each
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has its own peculiarities. Each industry or worksite hll;s its
own history with unique social relationships. No two situa-
tions are the same. No matter what the circumstances, workers
have used preliminary, inexpensive feasibility studies !O lm:'er
the risks they face and to give some order to the bewildering
array of facts each situation presents. .

A feasibility assessment is a road map. Here we outl~ne
phases through which workers have travelled before openmg
their businesses, including decision-making points where
votes need to be taken.

Most new businesses, including worker-owned
cooperatives, typically go through four phases in their
development: (I)

Organizing. A three to six-month period when the decision
is made to organize. A feasibility study is carried out, a
business plan developed, the legal organization is completed,
and the financing is obtained.

Startup. This phase usually lasts for six months and is that
period during which the basic business strategy is tested.

Growth. During this phase the markets are expanded,
management techniques are refined, production techniques
altered as dictated by experience, personnel practices n:tin~,
and the workforce expanded. The end of this phase IS Sl~-
naled by the firm reaching its initial growth projections. This
phase may last for several years.

Consolidation. The period during which the membership
assesses the experience in reaching the targeted growth and
uses that assessment to develop its goals and strategies for
the next three to five years.

Du~g the organizing phase several important tasks m~st
be carried out by Prospective worker-owners as they decide
whether they really want to establish a worker-owned and
democratically managed business. The group must come to
understand the basic principles of worker-ownership, and once
those are grasped, decide whether to go forward or not. The
group needs .to learn how a cooperative works and what the
potenti~ thel! proposed business has for success. This is an
ap~r~pnate ~e for the first vote. Do you want the respon-
slblh~les and risks of ownership? That is the question. If the
vote IS favorable, the group should establish a steering com-
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mittee to put together the business plan (or carry out a for-
mal feasibility study if the plan calls for a worker buyout of
an existing business), and begin writing the governance plan
and by-laws. Technical experts and consultants usually help
with these tasks. Once the business and governance plans have
been completed, the documents should be thoroughly re-
viewed by the group and another vote held to adopt, modify,
or reject them. If they are accepted, it is time to formally
organize the cooperative. Then a board of directors must be
elected, managers hired, and operations can start if the
necessary financing, facilities, permits, etc., are in order.

Important Questions in Starting a Worker-
Owned Business

The feasibility assessment process in starting a new
worker-owned business revolves around five questions:

I) What are the reasons for starting a worker-owned
business? Are they good reasons?

2) What are the options? What are the possibilities? What
are the probables?

3) Will it sell? Is there a demonstrated need for the product
or service being considered?

4) What will it take in terms of people, money, time,
buildings, equipment and other factors, to start the
business? Will the sale of products or services generate
enough revenue to cover costs and return a profit on the
investment?
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5) Can it be done? Does the group have the skills, resources,
time, and perseverence to do the job right? Is there a plan
of organization in mind?

Explore the Reasons for Starting a Mbrker-Owned Business
What are the real reasons for starting a worker-owned

business? Do you fully understand and embrace ~ concepts
of ~rker-ownership and want to practice them in a ~ live
~~ng? Are you bored with your current career or Job con-
ditions and do you want to experience new challenges and
seize new Opportunities? Or is it because your firm is about
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to be shut down and this is the only alternative you can th!nk
of to saveyour jobs? Establishing a good reason for starting
a worker-owned business is an important part of the
groundwork. . . .

If a plant closure is the mam reason for considering start-
ing a worker-owned business, advance notice. and early
preparation increase the likelihood of developing an ~p-
propriate response to threatened job loss. Early warmng
systems permit employees and the community to plan for
potential closures, and to be prepared to act quicklr to ~ave
jobs. AppendixA provides a checklist of early warmng SIgnS
of plant closings.
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Identify the Options .
Thosewantingto start a business have three basic oP.tiO~:

(1) startinga totallynew business from scratch; (2) establishing
a link with or obtaining a franchise from an existing business
to produce or sell the other firm's product(s); or (3) the pur-
chase of an existing business-including a worker-buyout of
the business from their employer.

List the Possibilities
Usual1~there are many more potential businesses to start

than one thinks possible. Make lists of possibilities. Seek out
id~~ from fellow workers and respected sources. Observe
existmg bus~nessesfor ideas that may be used to help design
the new bu~mess. Once the reasons for starting the worker-
OWnedbusiness ar~ Identified and agreed upon, the ~oup
bas a baSISfrom which to look for possible marketable Ideas.

Narrow the Possibilities to8everal Probables
~f~~r. identi~ing and learning about the many

~ossIbihties, the list must be narrowed. Ask "what if' ques-
tions. "~t if' we started this business? "What if' we spent
~, our tim~for a month conducting a feasibility study? "What
If we decide to buy the plant? "What if' we build the PI"?""
posed product? Narrowing the possibilities to probables will
prOVIdeanswers to those questions.

Consider Marketing Issues
Will it sell? This question focuses on marketing the

Product(s).Who are the customers? What do they want? How
much?At whatprice?Who is the competition? Is there en~
~emand for the product or service to justify another supplier
m the market? Can sufficient market share be obtained by
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providing better quality, faster delivery, a differentiated
product or service, or lower prices? These questions should
be answered on the local, regional, and national level, if possi-
ble. How much business can a worker-owned firm generate
before opening up, within a year or five years? Will potential
customers make a definite commitment to buy? Can the
market be tested on a small scale before more ambitious plans
are carried out? Will a market survey help?

Obtaining Human Resources
. What skills do we as a group, have? What skills are miss-
ing? Sometimes it is more difficult to find the right people
to do the job than it is to find the money to get started. Not
o~y must workers be able to manufacture the product or pro-
Vide the service, but they must also be willing to work
cooperatively and to actively participate in self-governance.
As one observer noted, 49

"Reasons assigned for the general failure of worker
Cooperatives in the United States in recent years have
been the unwillingness of the workers to hold firmly
to cooperative principles; inability to function as
cooperatives, that is, to get along together, and to avoid
serious dissenting, lack of managerial and executive
capacity among the workers, and lack of marketing
ability." (2)

Many potential worker-owners know how to do their jobs,
but.lack experience when it comes to "knowing the business."
Doing the same job at a stamping machine for seventeen years
means they know how to do that task or series of tasks on
that machine. A new job on a lathe or shaper could prove
difficult. On the other end of the spectrum, people who have
been out of work for long periods can find their skills out-
dated.or rusty. Managers are seldom used to workers hav~g
a say In running the company. There are many factors to weigh
When considering the available human resources .

. Operating a business successfully requires many diffl:rent
skills: financial, managerial, operational, and technical.
Co~perative organizers must possess the necessary range of
busmess and technical skills among themselves or arrange
to acquire them by learning, hiring, or some other way.

Ca1culoting the Costs .
Gathering the facts to make a prelimiJlary estimate qf what
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it will cost to get a new undertaking off the ground can be
difficult, even when at this point only close approximations
are needed. Calculating what the expenses will be for rent,
payroll, insurance, equipment (if it is needed), telephones,
raw materials, advertising, and a host of other business costs
which are unique to each firm must be done if estimates are
to be accurate. Figuring expenses is not complicated, but the
omission of one item can make a major difference in the [mal
price, especially if that item proves costly. Once a price for
the product or service is established, workers must ask two
tough questions: Is the price at or below the competition?
Will the product or service sell at this price?

Making Comparisons
With those answers in mind, it is possible to make some

comparisons. In effect, the data gathered so far sketches out
a model business. But what would a typical business in the
same manufacturing or service industry look like? How much
would sales revenues total each year? How many people would
the firm employ as managers, in production, and sales? How
do i.tsprices compare to the competition? To get this .infor-
rnation, workers can go to banks, trade associations or, If they
are union members, to their union to learn what a typical
busine~s in the industry looks like, or if that industry is adding
or losing customers annually. Some business schools and
universities have such data too.

Assessing the Risks
What are the risks? Going into business involves risks for

every wor~er-member. Assessing the risks early on is one
way ~ a~ld costly mistakes. It is a useful way to chart group
and l!JdlVlduai attitudes. The authors of one book for per-
so~s l':lterested in starting a business advised, "In business,
as m life, .there is clearly no way to avoid risk-taking. When
you take nsks you discover your own abilities' and you becOme
better able to control your own future." <3)

Two Types of Preliminary Feasibility
Assessment

liminary~.preli~nary business feasibility assessment and a
pre n~k assessment should be done before your group
proceeds ~ e~ther start a cooperative from scratch or pur-
chase an eXISl1ngbusiness. The preliminary feasibility study
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can screen out likely failures. The preliminary risk assess-
ment focuses on how serious the group is about putting up
both their labor and their capital.

The Preliminary Business Feasibility Assessment (4)
How to Get Started. The preliminary feasibility study is
relatively quick and inexpensive. It should take several weeks
to complete and be of moderate cost. Members of your group
can do it alone or with the aid of public interest or nonprofit
technical assistance groups, qualified volunteers from com-
munity or government offices such as the state office of
economic or business development, or professional staff from
university small business development centers. The
preliminary feasibility study should use readily available
sources of data that answer the specific questions in Chart 3-1.

Chart3-1
A PRELIMINARY BUSINESS FEASIBILITY ASSESSMENT 51

Question Yes No

1) Do industry sources anticipate
stable or growing demand for your 0 0inWstry products or serviceS?

2) If there is a recession or slul\1) in
your ildustry, is it projected to end 0 0within 6 months to a year?

3) If there are new or existing products
taking market share away from or 0 0replacing your procIuct:

a) canyourplantproduce1he 0 0COmpeting procIuct?

b) Ale there new markets or 0 0nlches for your producI?

4) Ale other prod:Jcers of your product
maintaining or increasing capacity 0 0or production levels?

5) Ale foreign flnns or plants expected
to maintain constant ordeclinlng
Shares of U.S. 8alesoverihe next 0 0few years?
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6) Ryour product will be sold to other
industries (ratherthan consumers),
do industry sources indicate strong
demand for these industries' products?

7) Will the sale 01 prockJcls or services
generate enough reveille to cover
costs?

8) Does your group have the skills
needed to organize and manage
the proposed business and produce
and ITl8Ikelthe products or services?

9) Can you obtain suRiclent funds to
finance the startup of the business?

o n

n o

o o

o o

52 Additional Questions in a Worker Buyout. If the business
being considered involves the buyout of an existi~g firm or
one that is being closed, additional information IS needed,
The absence of even one of these critical factors can abort
employee efforts to purchase their company. (Appendix B
outlines in more detail the specific questions which need to
be answered, and what data collected as part of a preliminary
feasibility assessment for a worker buyout of an existingbusiness.)

I} Is sufficient time available to organize an employee pur-
chase, i.e., time to organizea cooperative, ESOP, or other
form oflegal structure, conduct a feasibility assessment,
create a businessplan, obtain funding, and negotiate with
the present owner(s}?

2} W~,thefirm to be purchased be viable? What is its com-
petitive potential?

o poes a market exist for the product(s} currently be-
mg pr?<!uced?Is the plant operating in a stable or
dechnmg market?

o Will the sales revenue cover the firm's costs? Will the
plantbe abl~to provideproducts and services of equal
or be,tterpn~ and quality as its competitors and keep
up Withtechnical and product changes in the industry?

t



3) Have all of the appropriate groups been mobilized: the
employees and community, including union, elected of-
ficials, labor, local business, media and other support
groups? It is especially important to have the support of
the local and international union (if a union is present).
The support of community and elected officials is also
important if public funds are to be used to help purchase
the plant.

4) Can the plant make a smooth transition from the existing
ownership to a worker-owned business?

o Does the plant have all of the necessary business func-
tions (marketing, sales distribution, finance, etc.) to
operate successfully? Was it previously operated as
a separate entity?

o Did it previously receive any critical inputs from other
plants or transfer outputs to other plants?

o Is competent management available to run the business
under the new ownership arrangements?

5) Is the current owner willing to sell to the workers? Suc-
cess is more likely if current owners are willing to
cooperate in terms of early notification, a fair selling price,
access to financial, technical and marketing information,
providing adequate time to complete the transfer, and
developing reasonable financial arrangements.

6) Is adequate financial backing available? The availability
of sufficient capital is crncial to a successful worker-
buyout and conversion to a cooperative. Funding is
necessary to buy the plant, inventory and equipment, for
operating expenses, and for the feasibility study which
may be necessary prior to assembling the business plan.
Are lending institutions familiar with ernployee-owned and
controlled companies, and are they willing to loan money
to support them? Will they be willing to accept the assets
as collateral?

7) How will the new business be organized?

8) Is qualified technical assistance available including
accountants, attorneys, cooperative or ESOP specialists,

Making a Preliminary Assessment
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valuation specialists? And can we afford their help?

9) Are there other products the plant could mak~? ClI;'lyou
answer the above questions for those alternatives m the
affirmative?

10) Howdoes your proposed product compare to that of other
domestic and foreign producers? Industry. analyst:' and
plant managers can provide answers to this question.

o Is average quality equal or better?

o Are average prices equal or lower?

o Are customers' perceptions that your product is equal
or better?

54 11) Is it possible for your plant to be an efficient producer
in your industry?

o Howdoes the profitability of your plant or firm com-
pare with other firms in your industry?

o Has your plant been maintained and can major capital
expenditures be avoided?

o Is the technology current or will it be outdated soon?
Technology can be up-to-date but in poor repair. It
can also be well maintained but obsolete.

Sources of Data. The preliminary feasibility analysis should
use sources~fdata that are availableat any local college, bank,
or state business hbrary and include:

o Standard &: Poor's industry surveys

o Value Line Investment Survey

o ~~~)ent of Commerce's U.S. Industrial Outlook

o Moody's Industrial Manual for firms in your industry

o Dun &: Bradstreet, Inc., Key Business Ratios

t
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o Trade journal articles on your industry located through
the Business Periodicals Guide and F & S Guide

Industry experts whose opinions you should seek include:

o The analyst for the appropriate industry from the Bureau
of Industrial Economics, Department of Commerce,
Washington, nc. Often, your congressional represen-
tative, or senator, can put you in touch with these per-
sons.

o The trade association staff for your industry's trade
association.

o Market analysts from market research firms or security
analysts for your industry (ask the reference librarian at
a business library or get names from articles in trade
journals).

o If possible, sales and production personnel from firms
.in the same industry.

Using data sources and industry experts, it should be
possible to find good answers to most of the basic questions
of feasibility.

Interpreting the Results. In an ideal situation the ans~ers
to all of the questions in Chart 3-1 will be yes. The ~ost Im-
portant questions are numbers I, 2, 7, 8, and 9. While there
may be special circumstances, responses about the ~ket
and the product or service efficiency should be positive.
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[ A Time to Vote

If the results of the preliminary feasibility study indicate
that prospects for founding a successful worker-owned f~
are good, a group must decide whether to proceed on then
~n to develop a comprehensive business pian. Should you
hIre outside experts to assist? It is time to take another vote.
The question is: Do we go on or stop now?

When employees want to buy or convert an existing firm
to a worker-owned cooperative (or other form of employee-
OWnedenterprise, such as an ESOP), a formal, costly pro-
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cedure is usually necessary. If the preliminary feasibility study
indicates that a buyout is potentially feasible, a second ..~-
scale" feasibility study is needed. The second study provides
a complete assessment of risks and opportunities, and finan-
cial data. Formal feasibility studies are usually conducted by
financial consultants, co-op or ESOP experts who help
organize the buyout, and lawyers who negotiate the purchase.
In some cases, a real estate appraiser will be needed. The
formal feasibility study and follow-up for an employee buyout
will cost at least $20,000 and may cost over $100,000. Ap-
pendix C outlines questions which need to be asked, and data
needed.
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Preliminary Risk Assessment
. Becoming a worker-owner is risky. Everyone consider-
mg such a step should evaluate his or her own needs and
motivation before deciding to take the risk. Some of the ques-
t~ons.you should ask before making any decision involving
nsk mclude: Is the goal worth the risk? How can the ~sk
be reduced? What do we need to know before taking the nsk?
What people. and other resources can help to rnini~. the
nsk and achieve the goal. Is it important to take this nsk?
What will be achieved? What preparation do we need to make
~fore w,etake the risk? This questioning procedure is essen-
tial. Taking a risk before answering these questions may leadto failure.

If~e .group has experience in manufacturing a product
~r provldmg a service, most of the answers to these ques-
tI~ns are based on experience and common sense. For groups
WIthless experience, answering these questions can provide
the data needed to make a realistic decision before undertak-
mg m.ore costly, ti~e-consuming market analysis, business
planning, and legalmcorporation. A few profitable wo~ker~
owned firms have o~ned before answering these questIOnS,
they have started on little more than intuition. On the other
hand, the Basques in Spain, who have founded over e~g~ty
successfu! worker-owned cooperatives in thirty years, lDSISt
that steenng groups Spend at least two years planning every
aspect of a proposed new business. Only three of the worker-
OWnedfirms. o~ganized by them have failed. .
I The prel.lInmary risk assessment in Chart 3-2 is a sun-

p e, unSCientificway to measure individual and group attitudesabout the ri ks . . . gbeth IS mvolved. It is one means of detemumn
w ~r to take the next step. Each person in the steering
comnuttee or working group undertaking the preliminary
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Chart 3-2
STARTING A WORKER·OWNED BUSINESS:
A PRELIMINARY RISK ASSESSMENT

Agree Neither Disagree

1 2 3 4 5

1) The goal (becoming worker-
0 0 0 0 0owners) is worth the risk.

2) The risks can be minimized
0 0 0 0 0to acceptable levels.

3) Information needed before
taking the risk has been

0 0 0 0 0obtained.

4) Taking the risk is ilJllOrtant. 0 0 0 0 0 57
5) We are willing to try our best

0 0to achieve the goal. 0 0 0
6) We can achieve our goals

0 0 0 0by taking the risk. 0
7) We are not missing sk~ls or

resources which add to
0 0the risk. 0 0 0

8) Everyone will share equally
0 0 0in the risk. 0 0

9) There is no major reason
0 0 0to be fearful of the risks. 0 0

10) The organizing group has
sufficient commonality of
interests to work effectively
together and make the

0 0 0 0 0venture succeed.

11) There is reason to be
optimistic about the

0 0 0 0prospects for success. 0
TOTALS: Individual I Group I I
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Chart 3-3
DECISION PLANNING AID

Steps in Conducting Completed Not Action
A FeasibiHty Analysis Completed tobe

taken

I} Reasons lor starting a worker-owned
0 0 0business have been fully explored.

2} Options have been identWied. 0 0 0
3} List 01possibil~ies identffied. 0 0 0
4) List 01probables identWied. 0 0 0
5} Intormation on marketing 01proposed

058 products has been gathered. 0 0
6} Availability 01resources determined. 0 0 0
7} Estimated costs 01starting the

business have been determined. 0 0 0
8) Comparisons between propoSed

business and other businesses in

0the industry have been made. 0 0
9) The assessment resuRshave been

interpreted to determine leastlility. 0 0 D
10 A decision has been made. D 0 D
1t} Pre-startup guidelines and

governance PI'OCedureshave
been drawn up and approved. 0 0 D

12} Pre-startup educational programs
have been organized. 0 D 0

feaSibility study should answer the questions using numbc?rs
from one to five, indicating their degree of agreement With
the statem~nt. To figure the group's response, total the
numbers given by each individual and divide them by the
number of persons responding.

d
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A Time to Vote

If the totals for the individuals or group filling out the
preliminary risk assessment form is 25 or higher, the risks
m starting a worker cooperative are perceived to be quite high.
Some additional thinking and planning probably needs to be
done before further investment of money is made. Now is
another good time to have a vote. Should we invest more time
or money? That is the question.

Chart 3-3 is a simple planning aid to help the organizing
group think through and carry out the steps needed to com-
plete the preliminary feasibility study. It can be used as is,
or as the basis for designing more complex planning charts.

Every step of the preliminary planning process can be
charted out in this fashion. Taking the time to create a plan-
nmg and decision-making chart for the organizing group can
save days of frustration.
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Pre-startup Activities

Education and Training
Even at this early stage, workers who have started suc-

cessful cooperatives have found it important to begin an ex-
tensive educational program. Putting democracy to work takes
some getting used to as well as learning new patterns of
behavior,

. InPhiladelphia, for instance, in 1982 grocery store clerks
were faced with the loss of their jobs when the A&P Com-
pany decided to close most of its stores in that city. The
Philadelphia Association for Cooperative Enterprises (PACE)
was asked to assist them in planning a buyout of two A&P
stores slated to be closed. Local 1357 of the United Food and
Commercial Workers Union, which represen~ many of the
threatened workers, commissioned a feasibility study by
PACE. While it was being done the nnion asked PACE to
undertake an extensive education and training program to help
the prospective worker-owners grasp the essentials of
workplace democracy, and learn how to run a business most
of them had been employed in for years.

The supermarket had hardly shut the doors on its stores
when classes started. Over 600 workers attended the first
round. Eventually A&P agreed to reopen a number of stores
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under the Super Fresh name, and many of the former A&P
workers decided to return to work in the new division-at lower
wages. Fifty persons voted to buy two stores from A&P. PACE
designed a program for the prospective worker-owners? con-
sisting of formal presentations, small and large group discus-
sions, and a lot of homework. In addition, they learned about
cooperative legal structures, supermarket business and finan-
cial planning, and the details of cooperative management. (5)

Learning the Fundamentals af Governance
As part of their preliminary educational work, the grocery

store workers and PACE staff developed seven working rules.
These played an important part in the successful buyout cam-
paign. They are:

I) Any rule established by the entire group is to be uniformly
enforced (by the temporary leaders).

2) Until people get used to each other in new working roles
and gain a sense of each other's abilities, leaders will be
elected for no longer than 45 days.

3) All.meetings are to be organized to insure work gets done
while allowing for the greatest possible participation.

4) Anyone accepting a task is to get that job done on
schedule.

5) Personnel and personal conflicts are to be resolved, if
possible, as they OCcur (and without assigning blame).

6) Problems are to be worked through in a timely manner.

7) The group is to .figure out a way to evaluate the effec-
nveness of meetmg goals deadlines and solving prob-lems. (6) "

Additionally,. ~rkers have learned that sorting out who
makes what deciSions can avoid conflict Democratic con-trol of the coo . .

be perative does not mean necessarily that every
mem alr must take part in every decision At this stage, the
gener membership should be voting on ·broad policy mat-ters. For enmnJe "Do . s
I T" i."-'t'. ' we want to pay for a full-scale busrnes

~h:ld be steenng cOmmittee, if one has been established-
empowered to make the decisions necessary to m-

t
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sure that the preliminary feasibility study is done complete-
ly and on time. This group might be empowered to 'identify
or hire a management team that would be responsible for ac-
tually doing the formal business plan, or to oversee any con-
sultants who might be hired to help. Alternatively, the general
membership group may decide to formally organize as a
cooperative, elect a board of directors, who will in tum hire
a manager to direct the process. In short, it is the general
membership's responsibility to decide where the cooperative
is heading. It is the board of director's and manager's respon-
sibility to get the cooperative where the members say they
want to go.

~~g~pe~ve~~~bean~~oo~rn~
spective workers who would be owners for the first time.
Policies are statements which guide or control the company's
future actions. Policies should be written down, using the ex-
act words meant by the persons making policy,usually a board
of directors, or, in the startup stages, by a steering commit-
tee. Usually, boards or steering committees make two kinds
of decisions: first, they decide policy; second, they decide
on implementation of policy.

For example, the steering committee or board of direc-
tors (when organized) may decide that the worker-owned
business they are planning will hire people regardless of race,
sex, national origin, religious or political persuasion, That
would be a statement of policy. To implement that policy, the
committee or board could ask managers to prepare a hiring
plan which would assist in recruiting prospective worker-
owners in accord with that policy, and instruct management
to recruit with that policy in mind. ,

There are fous steps in policy-making. Formulation comes
first, This begins with a suggestion, usually by the member-
ship, but it could come from the steering committee, or board
of directors and management if they have been identified.
Assessing the suggestion, debating its pros and cons, draft-
mg a statement, along with a time for review and comm~nt
by the general membership are all part of ,the formula~on
process. Once the cooperative has been organized a conmuttee
created by the board or the board itself, usually formulates
policy. '

Policy is decided upon by the board of dire~ors i~ a
cooperative. Members and managers do not determine po~cy.
Policies should be made in the spirit of democracy-;-durmg
open meetings-where speech is disciplined yet unbndled by
board or management restraint.
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Policy implementation is manageme~t's responsibility,
although the board of directors could assign a committee of
the board to carry out its will. No matter who is desi&n~~
to put the policy into practice, it is vital that responsibility
for policy implementation be fixed in writing. For exaII!~le,
if management is charged with implementing an open hiring
policy, the board should expect management to provide a plan
of action, including times, goals, etc.

Finally, policies give the membership a means of
evaluating management perfurmance. Evaluation is an im-
portant part of governing a cooperative, but is often overlook-
ed. Judging management performance by its own plan of ac-
tion can eliminate subjective, or personal judgements, thus
avoiding potential anger. And when it comes time to vote,
the board bears full responsibility for policy oversight.

These are simple tools, developed over the years by
worker-owners to make the job of democratic self-governance
easier, and to facilitate working together cooperatively. Learn-
mg to use them during the early stages of the feasibility study
will improve the chances for success.

[ A TIme to Vote

~~r careful.ly reviewing and completing the appropriate
prehmll~ary business feasibility questions in Chart 3-1 and
completing the preliminary risk assessment in Chart 3-2, your
group shouI~ vote on whether to take the next steps, including:
(a) conductmg of a formal business feasibility assessment If
a worker buyour of an ~xisting business is being considered;
or (b) prepanng a busmess plan if you intend to start a new
~rker-OIVned cooperative; (c) Organizing a pre-startup educa-
tional program; and (d) drawing up pre-startup work rules
and governance procedures.

If the decision of the group is to proceed, the start-up
process mandates that the organizers take the following steps:

o Make ~ conscious, all-out commitinent to begin theenterpnse.

o ~lect ~ stele~ng COmmittee to put together the plan of ac-
ion, me uding the governance plan, and by-laws.

s



Making a Preliminary Assessment

o Develop a business plan (or carry out a formal
feasibility study if a worker-buyout of an existing
business is contemplated).

o Get the necessary legal and other professionalhelp
needed to organize as a worker-owned business.

o Gather the finances.

o Acquire and prepare the facilities.

o Recruit and screen the potential worker-owners.
Involve them in the planning and other tasks.

o Set a target date for start-up of the business and
begin working towards it.

63
Lobbying to Gain Support
for Worker Buyouts

If the proposed business involves a worker buyout of an
existing business or one which is being closed, some addi-
tional actions may be necessary. For example, lobbying of
government agencies will probably be necessary to obtain
funds for feasibility studies and grants or loans for use in the
ac~al enterprise purchase. Lobbying efforts may also be re-
quired to convince a reluctant employer or absentee corpora-
tion to sell the plant, make a contribution of money for a
feasi~ility study, or make the plant available at a reasonable
(realistic, reduced) price. Effective use of the press and
mobilization of community support for the buyout may also
be Important factors in getting the owner to sell the workers
an existing business or one slated for closure.

The importance of mobilizing community support and
lobbying is illustrated by the experience of2Z7 worker-owners
at Seymour Specialty Wire Company in Connecticut. While
at first somewhat skeptical of the idea of a worker buyout
of their brass mill, National Distillers and Chemical Cor-
poration soon became more open to the possibility. Corporate
officials later indicated that "the community support effort,
which included letters from two Bishops lind many political
~ons, gave the employees some credi~ility." Not <?nly
did National Distillers agree to postpone their sale ~1De,
but they reduced the asking price, and as well, contributed
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over $25,000 toward the feasibility study. The state of Con-
necticut added $7500and the town of Seymour $2500. The
successfullobbyingeffort was organized by Ken Galdston and
the Naugatuck ValleyProject, an alliance of church, labor
and community leaders formed in 1982 to "assert workers
and community interests in response to threats of plant clos-
ings." (7)

Another buyoutsituation which illustrates the importance
oflobbying recentlyoccurred in Pittsburgh. When Pittsb~rgh
got caught up in the wholesale baking industry consolida-
tion, its sole commercial bakery, Braun Baking, was pur-
chasedby ContinentalBaking Company and later on, in 198~,
Continental was bought by Ralston-Purina. In 1991, CO~ti-
nentaldecidedto close Braun and ship bread from its bakenes
in Columbusand Akron to Pittsburgh. Efforts were made by
City,county and state agencies to keep the local bakery and
its 110workers employed by offering Continental a package
of benefits, inclUdinga low-rent lease on a new factory, re-
duced utility charges and real estate taxes. When Continental
rejectedthe city's offer the laid-off workers said, "Why can't
weget the same deal?" The baker's union joined forces with
the Steel Valley Authority, a local economic development
?rganization, and the city's Urban Redevelopment A~thor-
Ity, and together they coordinated the City Pride project to
create a new worker-owned bakery. "The laid-off Braun
workersbecam~ I.obbyists,obtaining public commi~ts that
total~ $2.6 million, almost one-third of the project s total
cost. Accordingto J~h P. Zajac, the former Braun wor~r
who led the workers effort, "The reason we got this fa! IS
that 6~ of us stuck tog~ther and kept pushing the project
along. ~ a result of their efforts, the new City Pride B~ry
opened in March 1992,employing 100employees, including
about 40 from the plant that closed. (8)
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